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Get up with the Car-Top-Tent - Car-Top-Tent.ComSits High and Pretty with
the Next Generation of Car, SUV and Trailer Tents

Get up with the Car-Top-Tent. Car-Top-Tent.Com sits high and pretty with the next generation
of car, SUV and trailer tents. Designed for weekend fun or for the true outdoorsman, the Car-
Top-Tent is practical and simple eliminating the hassle of finding a flat dry location or spending
extensive time setting up your tent.

(PRWEB) June 3, 2005 -- Get up with the Car-Top-Tent. Car-Top-Tent.Com sits high and pretty with the next
generation of car, SUV and trailer tents. Designed for weekend fun or for the true outdoorsman, the Car-Top-
Tent is practical and simple eliminating the hassle of finding a flat dry location or spending extensive time
setting up your tent.

The car, SUV and trailer tentÂ�s most desirable appeal is its remarkable ease of portability and setup. The Car-
Top-Tent virtually carries on the top of a car or trailer mounted rack system and sets up in less than 45 seconds.
An adjustable ladder makes ease of entry through the mesh screen door secure and the water resistant PVC
coating keeps the tent dry. The unique tent weighs only 118 pounds and is just 3Â½ feet wide x 6 feet long x 10
inches high when closed. When opened, the Car-Top-Tent offers a roomy 6 feet x 7 feet cushioned interior
sleeping up to two adults and two children comfortably.

RVer'swill Love the car-top-tent
The continuing growth of the recreational vehicle industry means that the Car-Top-Tent will soon develop a
host of fans who are looking for an alternative to owning big motor homes, campers, and travel trailers.
Millions of RVerswill soon discover that the Car-Top-Tent offers ultra-portability, ease of setup, and a very
competitive entry level price point combined to deliver a relaxed outdoor travel experience.

A Perfect Sleep in The Middle of Nature
Are hard uneven surfaces, and the thought of slimy snakes keeping the wife and kids away from nature? The
Car-Top-TentÂ�s elevated design and built in foam mattress breathes new life into the idea of weekend
camping. Of course, the Car-Top-Tent is also well matched to the outdoorsman who is flying solo and loves all
the elements of the outdoors.

The Car-Top-Tent is a Motor Cycle Rally Enthusiast's Dream
One of the challenges many rally enthusiasts face is finding a convenient place of refuge at large show venues.
The compact Car-Top-Tent, which can be mounted on many custom motorcycle trailers, can secure above the
riderÂ�s bikes or other supplies, leaving ample room for storage, while also offering an inexpensive alternative
to high priced hotels.

A Must for Hunters and Other Outdoorsman
Outfitters and hunters alike will find that the Car-Top-Tent, which can be opened and closed quickly, can
transform itself into a personal blind when they park at various destinations. Car-Top-Tent is soon to be
available in Real Tree.

Add a Whole New Dimension to The Nascar Race Weekend Experience
The Car-Top-Tent allows NASCAR fans to get in the middle of the action by camping above ground in the
designated infield camping areas. Hard-core spectators will find the Car-Top-Tent, which can be set-up in less
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than 45 seconds, to be a real eye catcher and crowd pleaser. In addition, motor sport owners and operators can
offer a fleet of Car-Top-Tent rental units for additional revenue streams.

A Must for Adventure and TeamRacing
Market research indicates that the Car-Top-Tent is becoming a radical vehicle enhancement for team support
members involved in endurance sports. With its convenient mounting system and economic price, the Car-Top-
Tent provides an affordable alternative to teams when it comes to comfort and efficient mobility.

The Price is Right
The Car-Top-Tent will revolutionize the outdoor travel market. Car-Top-Tent.Com challenges the industry to
find a more adaptable and economic travel tent that can come close to the convenience and benefits the Car-
Top-Tent offers.

The Car-Top-Tent is in stock and ready for immediate shipping to your door. Interested consumers can call Car-
Top-Tent.Com toll-free at 800-887-2887 or visit our website at www.car-top-tent.com to find additional
information.
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Contact Information
Blue Hillman
Car-Top-Tent.Com
http://www.car-top-tent.com
800-919-9013

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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